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Going beyond the front line and the battles, and getting past the grim statistics of war, A Civil War Legacy:
Gone to God allows insight into the human psyche and personal tragedy that one family faced during the Civil
War. What the Towles family experienced is a testament to the shifts in moral and ethical thinking that changed
the face of the nation.
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EDITION MINT CONDITION Brand new, unread, pristine condition book. Sharp, Clean, Solidly Bound, New
Book Loaded with Illustrations, Maps and Photographs Complete with the Civil War Prison Diary of Robert
Towles, 4th Virginia Cavalry Fully Referenced and Indexed WINDY CITY PUBLISHERS, IN 2013 "The
Towles brothers who ...
Thomas, William, George, John, Kendall and Noah all enlisted, all fought in bloody battles and all were buried
(from 1862 to 1864) before they knew the war’s outcome.
This book is a microcosm of that study, examining how one family dealt with loss and remembrance. Built on
unpublished, original source materials, "Gone to God: A Civil War Family’s Ultimate Sacrifice" tells in intimate
detail of loss on a personal level, something with which we all can empathize.
Tom and Alleta Sullivan are thought to be the first American parents to have lost five sons 'in the defense of
freedom' since the American Civil War. This sacrifice of five sons from one family is matched by at least two
English families: the Souls of Great Barrington, Oxfordshire and the Grigsons of Pelynt, Cornwall.
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